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hospital in Kampala, Uganda: A cross-sectional study
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2. Mulago National Referral Hospital, Kampala, Uganda
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Abstract
Background: Non-contrast CT plays a crucial role in the initial rapid assessment and triage of traumatic brain
injured patients. The CT scan guides immediate management decisions such as surgical decompression and in
prognostication on traumatic brain injured patients. The study was aimed at determining the ability of the
Rotterdam CT Score as a predictor of early mortality for traumatic brain injured patients in Nsambya hospital.

Methods: This was a cross-sectional study of traumatic brain injured patients managed in Nsambya hospital. A
total of one hundred and eight traumatic brain injury patients were consecutively recruited in the study from the
Nsambya hospital, Kampala, in Uganda from September 2017 to May 2018.

Results: The patients aged 20 to 29 years accounted for 38% of traumatic brain injuries followed by patients aged
30 to 39 years who accounted for 25.9 %. with only 11% being above 50 years. Majority of patients were male 81.4
% with a male to female ratio of 4.4:1. There were 6 deaths in the study. The Rotterdam Score predicted a mortality
of 11.11%. Mortality in the study was 5.56%. The AUROC for the overall Rotterdam score was 0.6863 (CI 0.4790.897) meaning that the ability for the RS to predict which patients would have early mortality was poor.

Conclusions: The Rotterdam CT Score is a poor predictor for mortality of traumatic brain injury in the short
term.
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Introduction
Traumatic brain injury (TBI) is a worldwide problem causing disability and death every year. (1) The WHO Global
status Report on Road Safety 2018 reveals that the number of deaths due to road traffic accidents reached 1.35
million in 2016. (2) The report further highlighted that death as a result of road traffic crashes among high income
countries in the Americas is 11.8 per 100,000 and it is 18.1 among low income countries.(1) Europe has the lowest
regional rate at 9.3 per 100,000. (2) The mortality rate of severe traumatic brain injury in Uganda is 25.8% with the
age range 15 to 29, males being the highest in number.(2)(3) Motorcycle road traffic accidents are the majority
mechanism of injury.

(3) (4)

Most traumatic brain injury occurs in low- and middle-income countries where

resources are limited and case fatalities are highest. (4)

The Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS) is the most widely used score in assessing the severity of head injury in the first
few hours after injury.(5)The GCS is insensitive to subtle derangements in consciousness and frequently has to be
interpreted in sedated patients.(5) In addition, observation for a verbal score in intubated patients becomes a
challenge.

Radiological imaging presents an objective assessment of patients with acute severe traumatic brain injury. (6)
Statistical models complement clinical judgment in predicting outcome of traumatic brain injury. Most prognostic
scores have been developed in the high-income countries where resources are available.(6) (7)They have been
validated in similar settings limiting their generalizability. Prognostic scores help in clinical decision making such
as the need for immediate neurosurgeon intervention, allocation and planning for resources (such as intensive
care units) for severe traumatic brain injured patients. Knowledge by hospitals and trauma centers of outcome of
severe TBI patients can help in terms of allocation of nursing staff and other specialists.

In current radiological imaging, non-contrasted Computed Tomography (CT) is preferred due to its rapid image
acquisition and availability in most trauma centers. The Rotterdam CT score (RS) is a CT scoring system that uses
initial CT findings to improve performance yields in predicting patient’s outcomes. The RS was developed by
Maas et al in 2005.(7) Rotterdam scores are calculated as follows: The basal cistern status may be classified as
normal (0), compressed (1) or absent (2).The Midline shift is classified as 0 to 5 mm (0) or greater than 5 mm (1),
Presence of an epidural hematoma (0) absence of an epidural hematoma (1), Subarachnoid hemorrhage (SAH) or
Intraventricular hematoma (IVH) if present (1), if absent (0).(8)
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We set out to determine whether the Rotterdam CT Score could predict mortality of traumatic brain injured
patients from admission to discharge or in-hospital death.

Methods
Ethical approval was sought from the Nsambya Hospital Research and Ethics Committee. This cross-sectional
study was carried out at St Francis Hospital Nsambya, located in Makindye East, a division of Kampala City in
Uganda. It is a private Catholic faith-based hospital and is the teaching hospital of Uganda Martyrs University
with a 361-bed capacity. The study was based in the Surgery department in collaboration with the Radiology,
Emergency and ICU departments. We calculated the sample size using Krejcie and Morgan’s formula for finite
populations (less than 50,000)(8) and the sample size calculated was 108.The researchers assessed patients for
eligibility at the Surgery department of the hospital.

We enrolled prospective consenting patients with a clinical diagnosis of traumatic brain injury and with a brain
CT scan done within 24 hours after injury between September 2017 and August 2018. Polytrauma patients were
excluded.

We performed standard resuscitation procedures as per Advanced Trauma and Life Support (ATLS) before
obtaining a non-contrasted CT scan of the brain. We used a Siemens Somatom Perspective 128 slice model 2013
CT scanner. Two independent radiologists interpreted the scans then furnished a single report.

We calculated the RS for 108 traumatic brain injured patients whose C T scans were done within 24 hours of
injury. Data was extracted and exported to Excel for data cleaning and there after imported to STATA version
13.0 for analysis. The short term was considered as the duration from admission to in hospital death or discharge.
To determine whether CT findings independently predict early death, bi-variate analysis was performed with
status at discharge serving as the dependent variable (i.e. alive being 0 and dead being 1) with a p-value <0.05 and
those variables found to be significant taken to multivariate analysis. The AUROC (plot of sensitivity versus
specificity) was determined to find the discriminative power of the Rotterdam score.(9)

Results
Road traffic crashes were the commonest cause of injury followed by assaults (Figure 2). Only 4.6% of patients
had TBI as a result of falls. The peak incidence was in the 20-29 (38%) age group followed by the 30 to 39 (25.9%)
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age group. The age group 10 to 19 (5.5%) years was least affected by TBI (Figure 3). The majority (81%) were
males and 19% were female. The average length of stay was 4 days (Table 3)

The actual number of deaths per score is consistently lower than predicted by the RS as depicted in Table 2. The
overall mortality in the study was 5.56% compared to a predicted mortality of 11.11%. There is a statistically
significant correlation between the GCS and the RS (p<0.001) (Table 4). At bivariate analysis, none of the RS
parameters could independently be used as a predictor of mortality in the short term. (Table 6)

The most frequent RS pathology among the dead was compressed basal cisterns (Table 5) Raised intracranial
pressure with brain edema was the most common pathology outside of the RS. In this study, the discriminatory
power of the RS was done using the AUROC (plot of sensitivity versus specificity) which was 0.6863 (CI 0.4790.8976); where an AUROC of 0.5 is non informative and 1 is a perfect model (Figure 1).

Discussion
We set out to establish whether the RS can be used to predict mortality of traumatic brain injured patients in the
short term. The age group most affected by TBI was 20 to 29 years which was followed by the 30-39 age group.
This is explained by the youthfulness of this age bracket, their risk taking behavior and the likelihood to be mobile.
(10)

Majority of patients were male (81.48%), with a male to female ratio of 4.4:1. This is in keeping with findings

from earlier studies. (3(9)(2) The mean baseline vitals recorded at admission are all in normal ranges. This is because
majority of patients in this study sustained mild traumatic brain injury and arrived within 24 hours of injury.

The main cause of TBI was road traffic crashes. This is consistent with the WHO report which noted that road
traffic accidents were the leading cause of death among people aged 15 and 29 years.(10) Assault was the cause of
injury in 34% of cases. This may be a reflection of the increasing homicide rates in Eastern Africa, according to
the UNODC 2014 report, with 12.5 homicides per 100,000. (11) Falls accounted for only 4.6% of all traumatic brain
injuries in this study. Most traumatic brain injury as a result of falls occur in the ages 0 to 4 years. (9, 12) This may
explain the low incidence in our study as this age bracket was not accommodated in the inclusion criteria.

Of the individual scores, the predicted number in each score was consistently lower than predicted by the RS. This
is attributed to the inclusion of mild traumatic brain injury in our study. In some circumstances of discordance of
clinical picture with CT scan findings, it served to strengthen the notion that the ideal prognostic score is a
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combination of physiological and anatomical components. (13) (14) In this case, CT scan findings regarded as the
anatomical components. We found no other studies in the published literature that included mild traumatic brain
injury in their cohorts for us to compare with. (7) (15) (16, 17)

There were 6 deaths which were equally distributed among the RS of 2, 3 and 4.The most frequent pathology of
the RS among the dead was compressed basal cisterns (3 out of 6).This adds evidence to earlier studies done which
showed that the presence of compressed or absent basal cisterns was an ominous predictor of outcome. (6, 15, 18)

The RS of 0.6863 means the RS has 68.8% chance of accurately predicting mortality in the short term. With this
confidence interval, the RS is a poor predictor of early death in traumatic brain injury. This AUROC is comparable
to the original RS which was modelled using 2249 moderate to severe TBI patients with an AUROC 0.68-0.76 The
patients were followed up for 6 months. (7)

Of the CT scan parameters of the RS, none was statistically significant as an independent predictor of mortality.

This may be as a result of the small number of deaths since there was emergent evacuation of mass lesions. There
was a positive correlation between the RS and the GCS. Indeed, though the GCS was primarily developed to grade
brain dysfunction it is now widely accepted as a prognostic scale.(11) On stratification of the RS, based on severity
of the injury, we find that the RS is a poor predictor of mortality in mild traumatic brain injury.

Limitations
The study was conducted in a tertiary private hospital where the level of clinician expertise and caliber of patients
may limit the generalizability of the findings.

Conclusions and Recommendations
Our study showed a poor ability of the Rotterdam Score to predict mortality of traumatic brain injured patients
in the short term. Further multicenter studies are recommended that include mild traumatic brain injured patients
to establish whether the score can predict mortality in the short term.
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Table 1. Tabulation of Baseline Vitals of patients on arrival at the Accident and
Emergency Department.
Vitals
Mean (SD)
Median
IOR
Pulse

78.2 (18.96)

76

64-90.5

Systolic BP

131.95(20.17)

130

119.5-145.5

Diastolic BP

76.91(14.20)

77.5

69-84

Respiratory Rate

20.35(8.28)

19.5

18-21.5

SPO2

97.2(03.00)

98

96-99

Table 2. A comparison of Rotterdam Score predicted deaths and actual deaths
in the study
Actual
Deaths
in
Study
RS-Expected study
RS Prediction participants Deaths
score 1
0%
7
0
0
score 2
7%
67
5
2
score 3
16%
16
3
2
score 4
26%
16
4
2
score 5
53%
2
1
0
score 6
61%
0
0
0
Overall totals
108
13
6
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Figure 1. Area Under the Receiver Operating Characteristic Curve for the
Rotterdam Score
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